William H. Strong
2676 Kauapea Road
Kilauea, Hawai`i 96754
December 23, 2010
Mr. Ian Costa
Director - Planning Department
County of Kauai
444 Rice Street, Suite 473
Lihue, Hawai`i 96766
Dear Mr. Costa:
I am part of a group of citizens in Kilauea that wants to let the County know of our
concerns about the improved trail (the "Trail") that has been constructed and improved, without a
permit, on sensitive conservation land. The Trail has been constructed across and through a 23acre parcel of property that is identified on the Kauai tax maps as TMK No. (4) 5-2-5:36 (the
"Property"), all of which we understand lies within the Special Management Area (the "SMA").
According to public records, the Property is owned by Secret Beach Properties LLC, a Delaware
limited liability company, of which Justin and Michele Hughes are the sole members. (Those
same public records indicate that the Hughes have homes at 2884-A and 2908-B Kauapea Road
in Kilauea, as well as an address at 6 Rolling Hills Road, Tiburon, California 94920.)
The Property consists primarily of sensitive bluff land overlooking Secret Beach, one of
the State’s most beautiful beaches. The Trail, in part, runs parallel to the ocean, about 1/3 of the
way down from the vertical top (mauka portion) of the Property and traverses almost the entire
length of the Property. The Trail also proceeds vertically up and down certain portions of the
Property.
Despite attempts by me and others to encourage the Hughes to remove the Trail, they
have refused to do so. In fact, Secret Beach Properties is now seeking an after-the-fact
conservation district use permit for the Trail from the State of Hawaii Board of Land and Natural
Resources (the "BLNR"). (In addition to being within the SMA, the Trail is within the "limited"
subzone of the State's Conservation Land Use District.) As a result of the Trail, the BLNR, at its
March 11, 2010 Land Board meeting, fined Secret Beach Properties $9,000 for unauthorized
uses on private property in the Conservation District.
We understand that your office is actively investigating possible violations of laws and
regulations resulting from the Trail and fences on the Trail. We certainly support and appreciate
the County's efforts to cure such violations on the Property caused by the Trail or otherwise and
to penalize any wrongdoing by the owners of the Property.
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Violations of the Law
Pursuant to Hawaii Revised Statutes ("HRS") Section 205A-28, a permit should have
been obtained prior to constructing or improving the Trail on the Property.1 We have found no
evidence that any such permit was obtained. HRS Section 205A-32(a)(1) authorizes a civil fine
of up to $100,000 for a violation of Section 205A-28 and Section 205A-32(b) authorizes a civil
fine of up to $10,000 per day for each day in which a violation persists. Although such fines
may be warranted, we are hopeful that the County will also seek the penalty authorized under
Section 205A-32(a)(2), which would make Secret Beach Properties liable for the cost of
returning the land to the condition existing before the violation (i.e., before the Trail and fences
were installed on the Property).
Not requiring full remediation of the land (i.e., removal of the Trail and all of its
components and putting the land back to the state it was before the Trail was constructed) would
set a very bad precedent. As you know, the owners of the Property are sophisticated,
experienced real estate developers, for whom obtaining permits and paying fines are just part of
the cost of doing business. To allow the Trail to remain would tell the public that a landowner
can knowingly violate the Special Management Area laws and permitting requirements, pay a
fine, and then just apply for and obtain a permit for the illegal acts they had already performed.
Photographs
To provide your office with some photographic evidence of the destruction that has been
caused by the Trail and to help show that laws relating to the use of land within the SMA may
have been violated, we'd like to share the following photographs with you:
1.

To give you some perspective, Photo #1 was taken from Secret Beach, looking
mauka. A portion of the Trail can be seen right in the middle of the photograph
where the green cover meets the brown earth. Photo #2 was taken from the Trail,
looking makai onto Secret Beach.

2.

Photo #3, Photo #4 and Photo #5 show the result of clearing of plant cover on
portions of the Trail.

3.

Photo #6, Photo #7 and Photo #8 show the removal or significant cutting of live
(non-diseased) trees on or near the Trail, none of which appear to pose a hazard to
public safety.

4.

Perhaps the most telling photos are the ones showing the improvements that were
made to construct the Trail. Photo #9, Photo #10, Photo #11 and Photo #12 show
portions of the Trail as being comprised of wooden steps and barriers, steel rebar
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Section 205A-28 of the Coastal Zone Management Act states that "No development shall be
allowed in any county within the special management area without obtaining a permit in
accordance with this part."
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reinforcements, PVC drainage piping, and stakes and wire boundary fencing.
These photos also show the extent to which the surrounding vegetation was cut,
cleared and trampled, and the topography was altered, to accommodate the
construction of the Trail.
It appears to us that the unpermitted development of the Trail and clearing of vegetation
in the vicinity of the Trail has meaningfully damaged important and sensitive land in the SMA
that is contiguous with one of the State’s most beautiful beaches.
Trail Built to Enhance Property Values
Although in BLNR meetings it has been represented by or on behalf of the Hughes that
the Trail was constructed for maintenance purposes, it is clear in our judgment that the Trail was
constructed and improved to enhance the financial value of the Property and other properties in
the vicinity that are owned by the Hughes or by Hughes-controlled entities.2 Based on personal
observations and on information obtained over the internet, it is our understanding that the Trail
has been used, and continues to be used, to provide tours to prospective purchasers of the
Property and as an amenity to the Hughes' other properties. For example, on December 21, 2010,
the website for The Michele Hughes Company (www.secretbeachkauai.com) included the
following passage:
The Secret Beach Hideaway is one of the most stunning properties on Kauai.
Every tree and flower on the lushly landscaped and very steep terrain has been
planted by the owners, Michele and Justin Hughes, who carefully developed a
master plan that makes every effort to respect the rural heritage of Kauai.
For years the sugar industry dominated the economy of Kauai and much of the
land was planted with sugar cane. Since the 1990's the sugar industry has all but
disappeared and the island has struggled to replace sugar with alternative
agricultural products. Coffee, trees and flowers, organic fruit and vegetables, taro,
tea and hardwoods are some of the new crops.
The 50 acres of land owned by Michele and Justin Hughes is zoned agricultural
but most of it is unsuitable for farming because of its location on the rocky bluff
above Secret Beach and Anini Beach. Despite the adversarial conditions, they
have made, at considerable expense, a concerted effort to irrigate, add steps and
trails for access, and plant the hillsides and whatever small flat areas available.
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According to public records, other properties owned by the Hughes or by Hughes-controlled
entities include: (a) Apartment A of the Secret Cove condominium project, located at 2878
Kauapea Road (TMK No. (4) 5-2-5:31 CPR 001), is owned by SBH, The Villas, LLC ("SBH").
(The sole members of SBH are Justin and Michele Hughes.); (b) the property located at 2884-A
Kauapea Road (TMK No. (4) 5-2-5:32) is owned by the Michele and Justin Hughes Trust; and
(c) the property located at 2908-B Kauapea Road (TMK No. (4) 5-2-5:33) is owned by the
Michele and Justin Hughes Trust.
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Secret Beach Hideaway luxury homes and cottages provide private access to
remote beaches of golden sands, where spinner dolphins and whales can be seen
frolicking just off the shore.
Also, attached as page 2 to Exhibit 6 to the March 11, 2010 report submitted to the
BLNR by the Office of Conservation and Coastal Lands ("OCCL") is a printout of an MLS
listing dated August 5, 2009 that lists SBH's property at 2878 Kauapea Road for sale for
$8,700,000 (see item (a) of footnote 2 above). The listing includes the following quote: "Along
with the purchase of this property is a coveted beach access on a private manicured trail leading
to world renowned Secret Beach." (See Exhibit 1 to this letter).
In further support of my belief that construction of the Trail was not for maintenance
purposes, but rather to enhance the financial value of the Property and other Hughes' properties
in preparation for their sale or rental, I am attaching a July 25, 2009 email from Mrs. Hughes to
me in which she indicates using the Trail for real estate marketing purposes. (See Exhibit 2 to
this letter).
Walking Away from Obligation to Remediate
It is our understanding that, over the past few months, banks holding mortgages secured
by two of the Hughes' properties on Kaua’i caused those two properties to be auctioned off to
pay for all or part the outstanding mortgage balances. Based upon a review of public documents,
it appears that the Hughes obtained an additional mortgage of approximately $5.4 million
secured by the Property that is the subject of this letter. Given that the Property generates no
income and likely has no building sites, we are fearful that the Hughes will turn the Property
over to the bank in California that holds the mortgage and, in so doing, simply walk away from
any obligations they have to remediate the Property through removal of the Trail. We urge the
County to take such action as it believes appropriate to insure that the Hughes satisfy any
obligations of remediation.
Increased Crime
In addition to the illegality and impropriety of the Trail itself, I have been informed that
there have been several incidents of trespassing around homes on Kauapea Road from people
using the Trail for access to such homes. Prior to the Trail being constructed, I had not heard of
a single incident of such trespassing. In addition, there have been at least three incidents of theft
of personal property from homes on Kauapea Road. I had previously expressed to Mr. and Mrs.
Hughes a concern about the Trail leading to this type of activity. They were unmoved by my and
the other residents’ concerns.
We all know that Kaua`i, like many other communities, experiences robberies and related
crimes. Although no area on Kaua`i is immune to this type of activity, neither a robbery nor this
type of trespassing has ever, to my knowledge, occurred in the 12 years that we have been living
around the Kilauea Lighthouse and on Kauapea Road.
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We filed a report with the Kaua`i Police Department in connection with the incidents that
we have directly experienced. The police were appreciative of us taking the time to bring them
up-to-date and said they will do all that they can. As you will understand, the homeowners along
Kauapea Road are very concerned about this sudden increase in theft-related incidences. We are
hopeful that they do not escalate to more serious matters.
First Responder Issue
According to the minutes from the August 12, 2010 meeting of the BLNR, where the
Trail was discussed, a consultant for the Hughes stated that "a number of first responder agencies
were interested in continuing to have access to the trails through the property", and that "[a]
number of first responder agencies have been using the trails to get down to the beach."
(Item K-1, page 4) (See Exhibit 3 to this letter). From my personal experience, however, the
supposed need to use the Trail for emergency access purposes just does not exist. I know for a
fact that first-responder access to the beach is already available over a set of stairs, but that, over
the 10+ years those stairs have been in place, there has not been a single request to use the stairs
by a first responder agency--not one. As such, to argue that the Trail is needed by first
responders is simply disingenuous.
Mr. Costa, we are very pleased that the County is investigating this matter and trust that,
if it is determined that laws and/or regulations were violated, the County will cause the removal
of the Trail and the restoration of the land to its previous unspoiled state.
Finally, due to the important public policy implications this matter has and due to the
negative impact that the Trail has on the Kilauea community, it is very important that members
of the public be given an opportunity to voice their opinions on the Trail. As such, please
consider this letter a request for a public hearing with respect to decisions the County makes
relating to the Trail, where such a hearing is authorized.
Should you or your colleagues wish, I would be happy to discuss this matter with you in
more detail. I can be reached at 808 828 0429.
Thank you very much for your consideration of this matter
Very truly yours,

William H. Strong

Enclosures
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